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Try new and unique grains, hops, yeast, and an extra fun item just for you! Use these items all together and follow our 
suggested recipe, or save part of the recipe and put it in a different beer you want to try down the road. We keep things 

separate so you can take these items and do what YOU want with them... That’s why we homebrew isn’t it? 

...but what do we know.

THE. 
RECIPE:   

2 GALLON CITRA RED ALE 8/17   

 THE BOIL. 
SCHEDULE:   

 THE. 
NUMBERS:   

 THE. 
MASH:   

*All volumes, temps, and numbers will very with different brewing systems. These are recomendations and estimates.

Munich malt starts out just 
like other 2-row malts, but the 
combination of a long drying 
phase at a low temperature 
and a high kiln-off temperature 
is essential to creating Munich 
malts.  The chemical changes that 
occur during this stewing/kilning 
process — including the production 
of melanoidins — are essential 
to the nutty/malty/bready/toffee 
characteristics that Munich malt 
imparts to beer.

BEST Red X malt is specially created for brewing red-tinted beers. You can use BEST Red X for up to 
100% of your grain bill – no other malt is required. Offering exceptional reliability and optimal process-
ability, BEST Red X can be employed to brew consistently fiery beers with intense reddish hues. Its 
full-bodied flavor and attractive, unique color coupled with easy handling in the brewery, make BEST Red 
X the best choice for creating a broad range of new beers, such as red-tinted wheat beers. Color 13 L

Up to 100% of the grainbill (recommended for red beers)

Developed by Hop Breeding 
Company and released in 2007. 
Citra® Brand HBC 394 features 
fairly high alpha acids and total oil 
contents with a low percentage of 
co-humulone. It is tolerant to downy 
mildew and powdery mildew with 
good pickability of dense, medium 
sized cones. Comprised of Hallertau 
Mittelfrüh, US Tettnang, Brewer’s 
Gold and East Kent Golding. Aroma 
descriptors include grapefruit, 
melon, lime, and passion fruit

Avangard Munich Malt

Best Malz Red X Malt

Citra Hops Imperial - Flagship 

A craft brewing standard, Flagship 
is a versatile strain loved for its 
extremely clean character. This 
strain performs well at standard ale 
temperatures, but can be used in the 
low 60s to produce exceptionally crisp 
ales. Flocculation is in the middle 
of the road and will typically require 
filtration or fining to achieve crystal 
clear beers.
Temp: 60-72F, 16-22C
Flocculation: Med-low
Attenuation: 73-77%

3.2# Best Malz Red X Malt, .4# Avangard Munich I,  
.2# Briess Caramel 20L, 1 oz Citra Hops (boil),  
.5 oz Citra Hops (dry hop), Imperial A07 Flagship Yeast

.2 oz Citra @ 60 min (start timer), .2 oz Citra @ 30 min,  

.2 oz Citra @ 15 min, .4 oz Citra @ 0 min.

Ferment @ 67o    Original Gravity: 1.052  Final Gravity: 1.012  
IBUs: 36    SRM: 20   ABV: 5.2%    Efficiency @ 72%*

Heat 1.25 gallons mash water to 162o. Mash at 150o for 75 min.  
Sparge with 2 gallons water at 168o over 15 min.*


